G-One Series: Gravel goes tubeless, now also in Performance
Line. (Photo: Schwalbe)

Gravel without limits:
G-One Ultrabite
Ultrabite is the new addition to the G-One family of four – and the name
says it all: With an aggressive off-road tread, it literally bites into the
ground. Compact cassette twin knobs throughout the middle of the tread
ensure full grip and excellent traction, while robust side blocks give the
rider a sense of security when cornering. The stable construction with
the most recent Tubeless Easy Technology (TLE) and versatile Addix
Speedgrip Compound noticeably increase off-road performance in all
parameters. In widths 40 mm (1.50 inch) and 50 mm (2.00 inch), the GOne Ultrabite is ideal for riding on gravel roads, forest roads and trails,
even in challenging conditions.
Schwalbe’s new off-road specialist also performs very well as a
front tire in combination with G-One Bite or G-One Allround on the rear
wheel. Thanks to TLE-technology, all G-One Ultrabite versions can be
ridden tubeless. Sizes: 40-622 (28 x 1.50), 50-622 (29 x 2.00) each
available in Evolution and Performance Line.
Upgrade for the Performance Line: Now with Tubeless Easy-Technology
With new products for gravel, Schwalbe has put a significant amount of
effort into strengthening its Performance Line: The G-One Allround rolls
off the rack in the new sizes 57-584 (27.5 x 2.25) and 57-622 (29 x 2.25).
And the G-One Bite, size 40-622 (28 x 1.50), as well as the G-One
Allround in 35-622 (28 x 1.35) and 40-622 (28 x 1.50) now come with a

Tubeless Easy carcass in Classic-Skin. Peter Krischio, Schwalbe
Product Manager Race takes us through the new versions: “The potential
of a tire for gravel can only be fully exploited as a tubeless version.
Thanks to well thought-out Tubeless Easy Technology, this is now also
possible in the Performance Line.”
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